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It’s inconceivable that 28-year-old
Google employee James Damore
didn’t know that he would be sacked

after his idiotic criticism of the compa-
ny’s “women-friendly” gender diversity
policies. Damore had argued that bio-
logical reasons might explain the under-
representation of women in the tech
industry, causing widespread outrage
inside and outside Google. 

The latest controversy comes at a time
when Silicon Valley has been grappling
with accusations of sexual harassment in
companies like Uber and pay disparities
between men and women employees.

The sad reality, however, is that
Damore’s comments are only a reflection
of the ingrained and entrenched gender-
based stereotypes still prevalent at the
workplace. Even the tech industry, which
has long marched in lockstep on issues
such as supporting immigration and
diversity, largely has male employees.

Consider India Inc’s track record.
Though we are a long way off from the
earlier blatant sexual discrimination at
the workplace, a Gender Balance India
Survey by ProEves revealed that the
overall participation of women in cor-
porate India is stuck at 20-22 per cent.
This sharply falls to 12-13 per cent at
senior and top levels. There is no dearth
of honest intentions, though. Over 60
per cent of companies have stated goals

on diversity and 83 per cent measure it
at an organisational level. The problem
lies elsewhere: In less than a third of
companies, gender diversity is part of
leadership KRA (key result area), the
survey showed.

Other studies show a similar picture.
The World Economic Forum’s Gender
Gap Index placed India in the 101st posi-
tion among 136 countries in a report that
makes a global assessment of the
progress made in bridging the gender
gap. So there is no doubt that women
still face double standards and dead ends
at the workplace and in senior positions,
the unstated glass ceiling and warped
mindset still exist across companies.

There is also considerable truth in
the argument that women employees
in India are still fighting an uphill battle
for level pegging, in areas such as equal
pay for equal work. Consider the find-
ings of a Sakshi survey of 2,400 men
and women in a cross-section of work-

places and hierarchies: 80 per cent of
respondents said sexual harassment
existed at their workplace and 53 per
cent said men and women did not have
equal opportunities at work. Frequently,
managements pressured the victim to
withdraw the complaint.

Some management consultants have
suggested a way out of the poor repre-
sentation of women at the top: Impose
a mandatory quota in the boardroom
— something that countries such as
Norway, France, Sweden and Spain have
done with some degree of success. But
ask the CEO of any company, even those
led by women, and the response is uni-
form: It would lay women board mem-
bers open to criticism and risk, giving
the impression that the women don’t
deserve to be there and are only there to
make up the numbers. That may be the
reason reservation for women in board-
rooms is dismissed by many as a “gold-
en skirts quota”.

Many in corporate India also say that
while it’s fashionable to blame every-
thing on poor diversity practices, the
fact is that the business door is wide
open but women, looking for different
and more balanced lives, have not been
interested in entering it. CEOs also rub-
bish the notion of a glass ceiling — a

term that evokes the image of a cabal of
top male executives scheming to pre-
serve an old boy’s club. Corporate boards
are too worried about the bottom line to
let any such clubby mentality affect who
they hire as board members, they say.

They have a point. There is no deny-
ing the leaking pipeline syndrome: India
sees the maximum drop in representa-
tion of women from junior to middle-
level positions, and sexual discrimina-
tion had little role to play in this. For
example, a lot of women drop out of
higher studies or their career because of
marriage or motherhood. That’s the rea-
son many women in their late 20s and
early 30s leave their careers since they
find it difficult to do justice to both the
roles — a factor cited by managements of
many Indian companies to say that they
don’t have any control over women’s
decision to exit/re-enter the workforce.
Flexible work policies or extended leave
can, at best, be a minor enabler for those
who possess career aspirations.

Whatever be the reason, gender
diversity is vital to any workplace also
for bottom-line business sense. A recent
Gallup study showed that gender-
diverse business units have better finan-
cial outcomes than those dominated by
one gender.

The gender diversity debate
Discrimination does exist at the workplace, but it’s wrong to blame 
the management alone

Consider the Tundla Junction
(TDL) and Kanpur Central (CNB)
stretch. Via Etawah, this is a 231-

km stretch and the most obvious and
natural route. Of course, a train can do
this stretch via Shikohabad and
Farrukhabad and increase the distance
to 282 km. But that alternative route will
not affect the argument I will make,
since there is no alternative to the
Tundla-Shikohabad segment. How
many trains are there between Tundla
and Kanpur Central? Around 70 and
almost all of them are long-distance.
Indeed, more than one-third are super-
fast. The Indian Railways (IR) timetable
says there are only two unreserved
trains along this stretch — 15270
Ahmedabad-Muzaffarnagar Jan
Sadharan Express and 64588 Tundla-
Kanpur MEMU (mainline electric mul-
tiple unit). The latter covers the distance
of 231 km in six hours and 20 minutes. I
find this MEMU odd. Today, DEMUs
(diesel electric multiple unit), EMUs
(electric multiple unit) and MEMUs
don’t have toilets. It doesn’t matter for
EMUs and in future, new DEMUs and
MEMUs might have toilets. But today,
they don’t and the number is perhaps
around 235 for DEMUs and 1,600 for
MEMUs. As far as I understand, IR has
assured the National Human Rights
Commission (NHRC) no train without
toilets will run for more than four hours

or more than 160 km. That’s the reason
64588 MEMU is odd. Of course, before
NHRC, IR has also argued if a
DEMU/MEMU stops somewhere
between origin and destination for more
than 30 minutes, a toilet isn’t necessary.
The maximum halt for 64588 is six min-
utes, in Phaphund.

There is a chain-linked MEMU that is
longer still, with 435 km and a travel
time of 10 hours and 35 minutes. You do
64152 Delhi-Aligarh MEMU, followed by
64154 Aligarh-Tundla MEMU, 64158
Tundla-Etawah MEMU and 64156
Etawah-Kanpur MEMU. Timings are
such that if one train is late, you might
miss the next one. However, since this
is a chain-linked MEMU, I suspect the
subsequent train waits for passengers
from the preceding one. Note that at
each intermediate station, the buffer is
around 30 minutes, just enough to sat-
isfy the toilet criterion. Beginning with
midnight, look at the timetable between
TDL and CNB. One train after another
leaving Tundla for Kanpur Central,
often at the same time. I looked for a
window in Tundla of at least two hours;
I could find none. I picked Tundla and
Kanpur Central because this is one of
the busiest stretches of IR’s network,
more so if you consider Delhi-Tundla-
Kanpur. Tundla is also a technical halt
and several trains change drivers and
guards there. Every day, almost 120
trains halt in Tundla, eight originate
and eight terminate. The number of
trains that halt, pass through, originate
or terminate in Kanpur Central is rough-
ly double that in Tundla. This is an
extremely congested section.

Numbers already cited convey an
imperfect impression of how congested
this section is, since those numbers are
only about passenger trains, not goods
trains. Not long ago, the Kalindi Express

collided with a goods train in Tundla
and derailed. Had it not been travelling
at a slow speed while entering Tundla,
the consequences would have been dis-
astrous. Since goods trains aren’t time-
tabled, people outside the IR system
don’t know how many goods trains cov-
er the TDL-CNB stretch. Kanpur being a
major freight hub, there must be sever-
al trains. Hence, that two-hour window
is impossible. 

A block is a part of the track (techni-
cally, a series of sections) and for pre-

ventive maintenance, a block has to
remain free for two hours. I don’t see
how that two hours can be found for the
blocks between Tundla and Kanpur. IR
recently announced, “It has also been
decided that wherever margins between
the trains are not adequate, the required
corridor block/slot shall be provided by
necessary rescheduling of trains and a
minimum of three-hour maintenance
block shall be ensured even by regulat-
ing mail/express trains or short termi-
nating passenger trains, in each section

where asset maintenance works are
scheduled.” Unfortunately, we have
been down this road before. For exam-
ple, on March 11, 1998, a letter was sent
to all general managers by member
(traffic) asking them to identify four
hours at a stretch per block (or two sep-
arate slots of two and a half hours each)
before drawing up timetables. 

This was clearly not implemented
and the reason has to do with IR’s silo
system. The engineering department
wants to free blocks for maintenance.
But the operating department wants to
push in more and more trains, because
that’s good for revenue. If you look at IR
data on accidents, you will find most
accidents happen because of “failure
other than railway staff”, meaning level
crossings. The engineering directorate
figures next, meaning derailments.
Ideally, timetables should be drawn up
afresh, with zero-based scheduling of
trains and a maintenance requirement of
two and a half hours, if not three hours.
On roads, we are familiar with signs that
say “speed thrills, but kills”. It is no dif-
ferent for rail. We can’t have safety (until
capacity constraints ease) and speed at
the same time, not with the present
number of trains. If we were to scrap and
merge trains, that would be a different
matter. But with the present composi-
tion of the Railway Board, can you visu-
alise member (traffic) agreeing to what
member (engineering) wants? Under the
Railways Act, the Commission of
Railway Safety (CRS) doesn’t possess the
powers required to place that kind of
premium on safety. Perhaps, that’s the
reason there is talk about a new and
independent safety authority.

The writer is a member of the National
Institution for Transforming India Aayog.
The views are personal

The combination is not achievable with the existing number of trains. Commission of Railway Safety lacks the power to place a premium on safety

Speed and safety don’tgo together in railways
You win some, you lose some
Power Minister Piyush Goyal is one of the
shareholders in the cash logistics company
Security and Intelligence Services India
(SIS), which has made its debut on Dalal
Street. Goyal, who owns 0.72 per cent stake
(worth ~38 crore at the current price) in the
company, could be experiencing a mixed
bag of emotions. He would likely be happy
as the stock market listing will provide
liquidity to his holding, but also a bit sad,
possibly because shares of the company
ended six per cent below the initial public
offering price despite a good response
from investors. Probably, a bad day for the
company to list, as overall markets, too,
remained weak.

> CHINESE WHISPERS

Yechury: Looking backwith emotion
The farewell of Communist Party of India
(Marxist) chief Sitaram Yechury in the Rajya
Sabha led to several emotional moments.
Samajwadi Party leader Ram Gopal Yadav
became emotional as he spoke about
Yechury. The two sat in one of the front
rows of the Upper House for many years.
Trinamool Congress’ Derek O’Brien, who
looked up to Yechury as a mentor when he
was a newcomer to the Rajya Sabha some
years back, said his daughter thought he
had started resembling Yechury even
though he dyed his hair. Jairam Ramesh of
the Congress said Yechury and he were
associated with the drafting of the Common
Minimum Programme of the United Front
government of 1996 and the first term of
the United Progressive Alliance in 2004.
Given the fate of the two governments,
Ramesh said, he had started calling
Yechury “Sitaram obituary”. Yechury said
he in turn called the Congress leader
“Jairam mortuary” because the country
would be in the mortuary if policies
suggested by Ramesh were pursued.

Man of the moment
Congress leader Ahmed Patel (pictured) was
the star attraction in Parliament on
Thursday, a day after securing a 
hard-fought win to get re-elected to the
Rajya Sabha. In the morning, the usually
reticent Patel also addressed a Youth
Congress rally at Jantar Mantar. In the Rajya
Sabha, Opposition members thumped their
desks to welcome him. Members of
Parliament (MP) and mediapersons
gathered around him in Parliament’s
Central Hall and wanted to know whether
both the Nationalist Congress Party
members in the Gujarat Assembly voted for
him. Patel said it was a mystery. On popular
demand, he ordered rasgullaand gulab
jamun for fellow MPs and mediapersons.

HUMAN FACTOR
SHYAMAL MAJUMDAR

PROBABLE CAUSE A look at Indian Railway data on accidents shows that most
accidents happen because of ‘failure other than railway staff’, meaning level
crossings. The engineering directorate figures next, meaning derailments
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High-handed treatment
With reference to the editorial, “Sebi
jumps the gun” (August 10), there is no
doubt about the intention of the
Securities and Exchange Board of India.
It has directed stock exchanges to initiate
action against 331 companies, which are
suspected to be shell companies. But
Sebi’s move will lead to panic among
investors, both retail and institutional,
who own shares of these companies. 

When a company has extensive oper-
ations, it need not be subjected to such
treatment without notice. It is good to be
cautious but being overly concerned and
causing hassles for investors are not by
any means desirable. The investors
should have been told why they would be
barred from trading in these companies
and for what fault of theirs.

Sebi should have acted more mature-
ly and with pragmatism to ensure
investors did not feel cheated. Cleaning
up the system at the cost of minority
shareholders is not justified; it will keep
retail investors away from the market. 

I agree with the editorial that the
accused should have been given a chance
to defend themselves. Sebi, being a reg-
ulator, acted with high-handedness.

Bal Govind   Noida 

Axiomatic approach is key
With reference to the editorial, “A point-
less debate” (August 10), I endorse its
observation that there was no need for
NITI Aayog Vice-chairman-designate
Rajiv Kumar (pictured) to invoke the
phantom of the foreign hand. 

Kumar said “the grip of Indian-
American economists is fading as part of
the ongoing policy transformation in the
government” while naming outgoing NITI
Aayog vice-chairman Arvind Panagariya
and former Reserve Bank of India governor
Raghuram Rajan to supplement his ideas.

Kumar places himself in the category
of key “home-grown” economists, who
better understood “India’s ground reali-

ties” than their foreign-educated coun-
terparts. He also warned that the gov-
ernment might soon get rid of many
these “foreign-grown” economists.

The question is: How could he make
such national policy-related claims even
before opening his innings at NITI Aayog?
Isn’t it tantamount to the pre-emptive
leakage of key policy matters to the media?

The editorial argues that the real issue
is not the economists’ past “karma bhoo-
mi” (their earlier workplace) but their
“axiomatic” approach to the much need-
ed policy transformation in government
circles, as its action plans can’t ever be
devoid of benchmarking against inter-
national best practices. 

Will Kumar eventually fit in the gov-
ernment’s out-of-the-box idea of Make in
India at NITI Aayog? Let’s wait and watch.

Kumar Gupt   Panchkula 

Fair assessment
Former Union minister and senior
Congress leader Jairam Ramesh spoke

his mind when he said the party was fac-
ing an existential crisis. While his com-
ment does not point to a new develop-
ment — the party has been in crisis since
losing the 2014 Lok Sabha polls to the
Bharatiya Janata Party — the important
thing is that this bold yet fair statement
comes from someone of the stature of
Ramesh. He is among the few illustrious
ministers in the party, who handled
important portfolios like commerce and
industries, power and rural development
and environment among others. 

Ramesh candidly said the BJP of
today is vastly different from the one of
earlier years because it thinks and acts
differently. With strategists such as
Narendra Modi and Amit Shah in the
BJP, it is a completely different ball game
for the Congress to take on the party now. 

The Congress has to start from scratch
and rebuild itself if it has to compete with
the BJP. It has to reach out to the masses
and regain their confidence. Even so, the
BJP will have an edge over the Congress. At
present, the Congress is no match for the
BJP. The party has forgotten the habit of
thinking deeply about the right things. It
is now perform or perish for the Congress.

Srinivasan Umashankar   Nagpur
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Our perpetual smartphone texting is
strictly personal: Friends, family, and
maybe an ex. We almost never text
the myriad businesses we patronise
in daily life, though some of them
are starting to text us.

Now, airlines — an industry not
known for stellar customer
interactions — are joining the party,
and not just to break the bad news
about your flight. They’re inviting
you to ask questions, and maybe even
complain.

Two airlines have dipped their
wings into the waters of two-way
texting. Hawaiian Holdings Inc’s
Hawaiian Airlines is adding the
feature while JetBlue Airways Corp
took a stake in a software start-up
that will allow its call centre staff to
start texting customers in the coming
months.

Texting, technically called SMS
(which stands for short message
service), is arguably the world’s most
favoured form of communication,
but much of corporate America has
been slow to adapt. The few that have
— including Verizon Wireless
retailers, British telecom company
Sky UK, and Nestle SA’s frozen foods
division — are dwarfed by an array of
local commerce, from insurance
agents, veterinarians, air
conditioning techs and auto dealers,
who have already jumped in to
conduct their business.

“The reality is that consumers
adore text messages,” said John
Lauer, chief executive and co-founder
of Zipwhip Inc, a Seattle start-up
that’s hoping to evolve customer call
centres into places that also handle

texts. “Therefore, businesses have to
adopt it into their workflow because
consumers expect it and demand it.”

Today, most airlines offer one-way
texting, happy to inform you of a gate
change or flight delay via your
mobile. But don’t respond to these
hoping to vent your frustration — you
can’t. That means there’s still the
likelihood of a lengthy phone call,
interminable airport queue or online
chat with what may or may not be a
computer-generated android.

A text-session, on the other hand,
is conducted free of time constraints,
over hours or even days. Changing a
flight via text might even become a
task to occupy your boring morning
meeting. Another big advantage?
“There was no learning curve,” said
Tracy Behler, senior director for
online experience at Hawaiian, since

everyone already knows how to text.
Hawaiian announced on Thursday
that two-way texting would become a
permanent customer
communication channel.

Executives in the enterprise
texting industry expect that airlines
will join a broad array of industries
over the next two years that will begin
to expand their customer
communications channels beyond
800-numbers, email and online chat.
“There’s been this long gap between
customers moving to instant
messages for who they talk with and
brands doing the same thing,” said
Rurik Bradbury, an executive at
LivePerson Inc, a New York
technology company whose software
platform powers Hawaiian’s texting.

© Bloomberg

Angry aboutdelays, lost luggage? Textyourairline
Some carriers see the ubiquitous phone chat as a key to better customer service

Two airlines have dipped their wings into the waters of two-way texting —
Hawaiian Airlines and JetBlue Airways Corp PHOTO: iSTOCK
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N
andan Nilekani, the founding chairman of the Unique Identity
Development Authority of India (UIDAI), has once again raised
concerns about the security of the data collected in the Aadhaar data-
base. While underlining that the Aadhaar system had not yet been

hacked, Mr Nilekani said security would be a big concern in the future. The
Infosys co-founder was speaking against the backdrop of the UIDAI lodging a
complaint against an IIT-Kharagpur engineer and his start-up for developing an
app and illegally accessing the Aadhaar database. One of the key reasons why
many academics and civil liberties activists have been resisting the enrolment
of Aadhaar is the lack of data security and privacy protection. With each episode
of Aadhaar data being leaked, such concerns are heightened.

The government, however, has been aggressively pushing for Aadhaar as
the identity establisher. Apart from making it mandatory for a whole host of wel-
fare schemes where the government spends the bulk of its subsidy allocations,
it has also argued for Aadhaar to be used for a wide variety of other public serv-
ices and regulations, from driving licences to mobile phones to death certificates.
What gives this push legitimacy is the saturation coverage of Aadhaar: 99 per cent
of Indians above the age of 18 have been enrolled and as of June end, over 
1.15 billion Indians had an Aadhaar.

These concerns about the security of Aadhaar data are growing by the day
as India does not have any law to protect such data. In fact, the government is
fighting a massive judicial battle with the civil society to ascertain whether or not
Indians have a “fundamental” right to privacy. A nine-judge Bench of the
Supreme Court is likely to decide on the matter soon. However, regardless of
whether it is a “fundamental” right or not, India will, in any case, need a law to
protect data. That is because Aadhaar is not the only set of personal data that is
being generated at present. With digital devices becoming ubiquitous, there is
a genuine fear of data colonisation. Mr Nilekani also talked about his appre-
hensions about the consolidation of user data with just a few digital aggregators
and how this could put the country under a new model of colonisation. He
argued for a new privacy policy that provided users control over their data. This
makes sense as instead of data being sold to the user, who is actually creating
the data, the person should be empowered to decide what to do with the data
— a concern that has forced regulators in Europe to draft new privacy laws.
Currently, there is nothing that users know regarding what is happening to their
data and this information needs to be given back to the people, a point the 
telecom regulator also raised about Apple earlier this week.

There are at least two reasons why policymakers should heed Mr Nilekani’s
warning and take a strategic position on data colonisation and privacy. One, in
the absence of a legal framework, it might be unclear how the aggrieved will be
compensated, or the guilty punished, in case data theft does take place. Two,
while it might be true that the Aadhaar system has not been hacked, technolo-
gy is forever evolving and there are no guarantees — as the IIT engineer showed
— that things will not change quickly in the future.

Mr Nilekani’s warning
Govt should take data security concerns seriously

F
ollowing Finance Minister Arun Jaitley’s recent visit to the family of
a murdered member of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) in
Kerala, considerable attention has been focused on the problem of
political violence in the southern state. There is, no doubt, more than

a small element of political grandstanding in Mr Jaitley’s visit — the Bharatiya
Janata Party has set its sights on winning seats in Kerala which have hither-
to been denied to it. Yet too much political organisation, particularly in north-
ern Kerala, is surrounded by the explicit use of violence. Chief Minister
Pinarayi Vijayan has blamed the RSS for the problem of political violence.
According to police reports, workers of the Communist Party of India (Marxist)
comprise the majority of the dead. It is perhaps understandable, therefore, that
Mr Vijayan would blame the RSS, which has sought for many decades to
expand into northern Kerala from its base in adjoining Mangaluru. The RSS
strategists see the area, with its large Muslim population, as fertile ground for
mobilisation. And creating a narrative of victimhood is often useful for the RSS
when it seeks to expand.

But the Left, too, must introspect. Why is it that the two states in India
where it has had the most power and for the longest period — if Tripura is
excepted — are regions that have gained a reputation for political violence?
The origins of Left mobilisation — in ensuring that landless labourers see land-
lords and the bourgeois as an “enemy”, attacks on whom have been seen as
justifiable in the past — may well have something to do with this continuing
problem. At least in West Bengal, ruled by the Left for decades, it is not diffi-
cult to see a link between the Left’s approach to political dominance and a per-
sistent culture of political violence. While regimes prior to the Left in West
Bengal were unquestionably oppressive in various ways, they used the state
machinery to those ends; the Left focused on using its own cadre, a parallel
state, towards specific political goals.

There are, of course, no easy answers here — establishing a clear cause
and effect is likely impossible. Some may ask, for example, why violence in
Kerala is harshest between the Left and the RSS if it is the Left that original-
ly caused the problem, when the Left’s primary political opponent is the
Congress? Or why the harshest manifestations of political violence in Kerala
are so geographically specific — in the north of the state? And could it not be
the case that West Bengal’s political violence and its long history of Left dom-
inance emerge not from each other but from some additional factor — perhaps
poor relations between landlords and the landless? These are all good ques-
tions, and need to be asked. The problem of political violence in Kerala is 
not as simple as either the BJP or the Left would like the rest of the country
to assume.

Decoding political violence
Left leaders must introspect about the unenvious reputation

We know from the Securities and Exchange
Board of India (Sebi) circular that the
Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) for-

warded a list of 331 companies (pre-
sumably listed ones from a larger
list) to the market regulator on June
9, 2017 to take necessary action. On
August 7, Sebi forwarded this list to
the exchanges. We know that Sebi
has not reviewed this list because
the two numbers are identical — 331.
Sebi has asked the exchanges to take
the following action: To halt trading
in the companies except once a
month. Price traded can only go
down and not up. People will need to
pay 200 per cent of the agreed price
and the extra amount to remain
blocked for five months. The direc-
tors and promoters of these companies can buy shares
only after exchange permission and cannot sell shares.
The exchange to appoint auditors and forensic auditors
to assess these companies. If found not to have prop-
er “credentials”, exchanges should initiate delisting
those companies.

Now this looks like harsh but swift and just action
against presumable money launderers without giv-
ing them time to scoot. Only it’s not. So why is the
order wrong?

First, it is clear from the Sebi circular that the
MCA itself “suspects” these to be shell companies
and in bureaucratese, the ministry had asked the
market regulator to take “necessary action”. That
really is code for, “we don’t know if being a shell com-
pany is a problem, but if it violates securities laws, you
know best what action, if any, to take”, and also “we
aren’t even sure these are shell companies”. Sebi has
misread that routine letter to mean let’s behead these
companies immediately.

Second, there appears no law in India which says
being a “shell company” is an offence or violation of
any law, leave alone the securities law. The Companies
Act prescribes striking off a company where it has not
been in operation for over two years after giving notice

to the company and an exception to that provision is
in fact listed companies. Besides striking the name of
a company is not a penal provision, but more of a

clean-up of defunct companies.
Third, many companies indeed

shut their operations because their
business is no longer viable. Anyone
who has visited mid-town Mumbai
has seen first hand, the hundreds of
acres of textile land, which remained
idle from the 1980s till they discov-
ered value in the 2000s as commer-
cial office plots. In other words, there
are many listed companies which
are no longer operating, but may
have valuable assets which are
owned by it. These companies are
neither criminal in nature nor are
they presumptively violating any

laws, so long as they comply with their disclosure and
listing norms among other laws.

Fourth, the outsourcing of regulatory work is also
somewhat troubling. The MCA had some informa-
tion, which we now know is not even fully accurate, of
companies which suffered from the crime of being
“shelly”. Its letter to Sebi with the names has been con-
verted into a final order of the market regulator to be
executed by the outsourced agency of exchanges. They
in turn have been asked to outsource investigation to
private auditors and forensic auditors. This is not only
problematic because of privatisation of core regulato-
ry function of investigation, but also because they
have provided a provision for further enhancement of
penalty if they cannot “verif[y]..the credentials/fun-
damentals” without reference to the regulator. Note
again that the enhanced penalty is supposed to be
imposed not for any violation of the law but for the high
crime of not having credentials/fundamentals.

Fifth, Sebi has found a way to penalise companies,
but has not provided for an exit from the harsh provi-
sions. Say for some reason, the so called shell compa-
nies can immediately prove that they are not shell
companies, or the shell companies can show that they
are not operating companies but not committing any

illegalities, the exchanges cannot give those companies
a free pass out of the penalty provisions described.
There is similarly, no provision or hearing provided
before Sebi for any of the 331 companies. Principles of
natural justice even at the most rudimentary level
require a post decisional hearing.

Sixth, the whole concept of harsh enforcement
action, not by quasi judicial action, but by a circular is
an unacceptable mode of action. Sebi is trying to inter-
pret a recent Supreme Court ruling which holds that
non-quasi judicial circulars cannot be challenged in
SAT, but only by way of writ in a high court. In fact, Sebi
presented this argument before SAT. Labelling an
enforcement order, with a virtual economic death
penalty for the company and its million plus investors,
with the word “circular” on top cannot make it immune
to an appeal.

Seventh, as we discovered after this circular was
unraveled on exchange websites on the morning of
August 8, several of the companies were not only not
shell companies but were active, highly profitable,
fully compliant with laws and listing regulations
with marquee investors and even working on pres-
tigious government awarded projects such as the
Mumbai Metro.

Finally, Sebi has completely ignored the interests of
millions of investors who have been impoverished
overnight because of its shotgun actions.

Sebi has a fabulous top team, including intelli-
gentsia from the industry, at the helm. It is time Sebi
realises that processes are important and cannot be
short-changed in its attempt to obtain rough and
ready mass enforcement action against what it
believes are companies choking up regulatory band-
width. Indeed, India does suffer from hundreds
maybe thousands of dubious listed companies which
may frequently commit one mischief after another.
But there has to be a better way to achieve its objec-
tive. This way is just too unjust and hurts many peo-
ple who have failed and even more, people who
invested in such companies.

The writer is partner at Finsec Law Advisors
@SandeepParekh
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Shell-shocked, courtesy Sebi

As complex as the stand-off between Indian
and Chinese troops at Doklam is, we in
India have pre-existing mental models to

process it. The Indian govern-
ment has been aware of the con-
test in the undemarcated
Himalayas since the 1950s, the
army has been conscious of it
since the 1960s and there have
been parliamentary and public
debates on the matter since then.
We might not always agree on
what needs to be done and we
might have wrongly estimated
Beijing’s intentions, but India —
politicians, government officials
and civil society — know how to
think about the Himalayan
angle. This is not to say there is
consensus on what to do about it, but that we have
some experience in dealing with it.

It’s different when it comes to the Indian
Ocean. We do not know how to deal with Chinese
power in the waters to our east, south and west.
Sure, a section of our establishment has been fret-
ting over China’s naval expansion and presence in
the Indian Ocean region since the mid-2000s, but
the debate did not get out of the confines of sem-
inar halls. Even within the strategic community,
only a few individuals have developed coherent
ways to conceptualise China’s emerging role in
the Indian Ocean and what it means for us.

The most common meme is the notion that
China is creating a “string of pearls” in the Indian
Ocean to contain India. The fact is that the term

originated from a report on ener-
gy security that Booz Allen
Hamilton, a consultancy pre-
pared for Donald Rumsfeld’s
Pentagon. Far from containing
India, it was a metaphor for a
series of footholds and political
relationships China was invest-
ing in to secure the sea lanes of
communications (SLOCs)
through which it imported fuel
from the Gulf region. That we
appropriated it and unquestion-
ingly cite it in serious discus-
sions on maritime strategy is just
another symptom of our poverty

of thought.
Despite the current tension at Doklam and the

risk of escalation on the Himalayan land frontier,
it is the Indian Ocean the we need to worry about
more. In a few short years, China has built up naval
capacity, bases and relationships the Indian Ocean
Region, and is poised to become its pre-eminent
maritime power. To achieve this it will rub against
the Indian and the US navies. This has already
started — the Indian Navy is tracking far more
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Navy ships and
submarines in our vicinity. The coming decade is
likely to witness unprecedented situations as the

two navies run into each other more frequently in
India’s neighbourhood.

Unlike the Western Pacific, China does not have
“core interests” in the form of territorial claims in
the Indian Ocean. At least not yet, as we can nev-
er say when an “old” map will surface and some
new dashed lines will be drawn on them. So what
might be China’s strategic objectives for wanting
to dominate the Indian Ocean?

First, a permanent presence in the Indian
Ocean insures China against containment by
the US and its East Asian allies. If PLA Navy
ships have to sail West Asia or East Africa from
their home ports on China’s seaboard, they face
long voyages through chokepoints that are vul-
nerable to the navies of the US and its allies.
That’s why China needs foreign military bases:
Ships, aircraft and troops that China stations in
these bases permit faster regional deployment
and are not vulnerable to interdiction by its East
Asian adversaries. The recently inaugurated mil-
itary base in Djibouti and control of Gwadar
(Pakistan) and Hambantota (Sri Lanka) ports
allow the PLA Navy to maintain a permanent
presence in the Indian Ocean.

Second, without “command of the seas” China
cannot be the superpower it aims to be. It needs
the ability to prevail over any country that might
challenge its political aims — including influenc-
ing domestic politics of the littoral states, inter-
vening in regional conflicts and providing sup-
port to its allies. Sea power is a crucial instrument
to shape international order — whether China
wants to merely modify the extant one or establish
a new one of its own design.

Third, sea lanes remain the channels of China’s
prosperity and are vital to its economic growth.
Political risks are rising in East Africa and West
Asia and China needs to secure its trade and ener-
gy supplies from a growing number of threats.

There are others, but these are the three big
reasons. Competition with India is inevitable on
the first two, and cooperation is possible on the
third. However, in the post-Doklam world, the
idiom of India-China relations is likely to be one of
cool contestation setting the stage for enduring
rivalry in the maritime domain.

There are numerous implications for India, but
one thing is clear: We need a bigger, stronger navy.
This column has consistently argued that we can-
not manage Chinese power in our neighbourhood
unless we project power in China’s. Even if New
Delhi chooses to concentrate on the Indian Ocean,
we can’t do so without a significant revision to the
Indian Navy’s upgrade path.

The writer is the co-founder and director of Takshashila
Institution, an independent centre for research and
education in public policy
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Seventy years after independence,
Indian policymakers continue fumbling
ineptly in administering our frontiers,
resulting in unabated tensions in strate-
gic border states like Jammu & Kashmir
(J&K), Manipur and Nagaland. Now here
is a book with lessons for our man-
darins: A detailed account of how newly-
independent India — administratively
inexperienced, resource-starved and
preoccupied with problems with
Pakistan over J&K — established its writ
over the North East Frontier Province
(NEFA) — today the state of Arunachal
Pradesh, peopled by staunchly commit-
ted citizens of India.

Why did New Delhi feel the need to
quickly consolidate its presence in the

wild and unexplored borderlands of the
Eastern Himalayas, which the British
had largely left alone, categorising it an
“Excluded Area”? Since NEFA was a ter-
ritorial entity not administered by the
British colonial state, its accession to
India was problematic; New Delhi need-
ed to explicitly exert jurisdiction. But
with China simultaneously consolidat-
ing its control over Tibet, including its
outlying Kham and Amdo areas, the two
Asian giants shared a border for the first
time in history. The author’s thesis,
which runs through the book, is that
India and China, in asserting control
over their new territories, acted as “shad-
ow states” to each other — with state-
making and nation-building playing out
as a contest for the allegiance of border
people. As she puts it, this “turned into
processes of mutual observation, replica-
tion and competition to prove them-
selves the better state — becoming in
short, anxiety-fuelled attempts at self-
definition against one another”.

Berenice Guyot-Rechard, who teach-
es history at King’s College, London, has

comprehensively mined archives in
London, New Delhi, Guwahati and
Itanagar and a wealth of primary and
secondary sources to tell the story of
India’s entry into NEFA. She recounts
the halting decision-making, first by the
British in pre-1947 India and then by the
new Indian state to enter NEFA; the dif-
ficulties faced by administrators as they
inched into terra incognita, and the con-
stant paring of aims and objectives due
to sheer lack of resources. In contrast,
China moved with relative authority
into Tibet, cajoling, co-opting and coerc-
ing the Tibetan people in eventually
establishing Beijing’s authority over that
vast territory. 

Ms Guyot-Rechard postulates that,
through these processes of state build-
ing, both New Delhi and Beijing were
acutely aware of being watched and
compared by the border populations
who were, given the porous borders,
highly mobile and able to switch sides to
where they assessed the better opportu-
nities lay. With both sides insecure
about the other’s “pull” over the border

people, competitive “state shadowing”
eventually led to war.

The most interesting chapters
describe India’s travails in pushing
administration forward to the McMahon
Line border, frequently having to back-
track after outrunning material and
manpower resources. The author
describes the mechanisms that frontier
officials established to communicate
with the locals — “political interpreters”,
gaonburas (headmen) and dobashis
(interpreters); and the sophisticated
ways that locals exploited these conduits
to suit their own ends. Ultimately, it was
local participation that determined the
success or failure of administrative con-
solidation, since local cooperation was
essential for navigating the trackless
mountains, finding water sources,
obtaining porters, re-supplying posts
and a myriad of other functions. As the
author put it, “[T]he reach of the Indian
state went in many places only so far as
the feet and backs of tribal men and
women would take it.”

A select cadre of frontier officials that
New Delhi specially recruited for NEFA,
Nagaland and other border areas, spent
weeks “hiking at a snail’s pace around
the countryside”. True, but the author —

biased, perhaps, by comparison with
China’s more purposeful consolidation
— is unkind in her descriptions. The
speed at which the officials trekked
through their jurisdictions indeed con-
strained the area they could cover. But it
gave them a worm’s eye view of the areas
they moved through and the time to
internalise that unfamiliar environment.
India’s establishment of an administra-
tion with limited resources and expertise
was, at one level, a bumbling, amateurish
exercise worthy of ridicule. But it was
also a feat of determination that, against
all odds, eventually led to success.

Many would regard China as the
unquestioned victor in projecting itself
in the borderlands as a state — both in
establishing a functional administration
and, in the ultimate display of state
capability, in waging war. Yet, as the
author herself notes, the weakness of the
Indian state made it more acceptable to
NEFA than the all-powerful Chinese
state. If, during the 1962 war and in two
months of Chinese occupation after
fighting ended, Beijing had demonstrat-
ed its capability to win and to effectively
administer the same area that India had
struggled to govern, the local population
also figured that they had very little con-

trol over what exactly Beijing chose to
deliver. The author assesses: “Arguably,
[China’s] demonstration of invincibility,
impeccable efficiency, and self-suffi-
ciency had been too convincing (italics in
original)… The Indian state, by contrast,
was fragile and imperfect; but its ten-
sions, its vulnerabilities, its reliance on
the population, and perhaps its focus on
relief and rehabilitation offered [the
local people] more space to negotiate,
criticise and make demands.” 

Ms Guyot-Rechard’s fine book will be
a reference work for all students of Sino-
Indian relations. Finely judged and ele-
gantly written, the book is illustrated
with numerous photographs of that time
and several extremely useful maps.
Usefully, footnotes are placed at the bot-
tom of each page, saving the reader the
bother of leafing back and forth. My only
production complaint is an insufficient-
ly readable font – darker would have
been better.
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